The Student Council in its regular meeting, Tuesday, appointed three students to the Owl Advisory Board, which is composed of three alumni members, three students, and one faculty member. Mr. Cabanas as its chairman. The board has as its duty to advise the Owl Magazine. These new appointees are David Hanson, Tony Hammond and Stanley Young. They are to fill offices vacated by Jimmy Anderson, Mackey and Bill Kirschrock. Their term of office will last until the end of this school year. Among the other business which came before the Council was the financial report of the April Final Ball which the dance committee gave to. Net receipts were $242.80 and total expenses were $154.80, making a net loss of $81.90.

The Council passed a resolution to support the Stamp and Bond Dance which is to be given to raise money for the second bond drive. Members of the Council felt that anything as worthy as this cause needed and would get the whole-hearted support both of the campus and the community.

Elizabeth Phillips, former vice-president of the Student Council, acting as president of the association now, read a proposal by Dallas Hewitt suggesting that on RI award be made to any student on campus who has done a particular and outstanding service to the student body as a whole. The award would be exclusive of all paid political offices. The award would be given to any student who has given freely of their own time with no thought or desire of praise and glory. The idea for the award came from students interested in the SMU campus. However the RI award would not be patterned along

Six V-7 Members Leave for Training

Wood has been received that six senior members of the V-7 training program have been accepted by the Navy Department for training in a class beginning April 21 at Northwestern University. They are Frank Derleux, Ted Branson, Thomas Chapman, Lynn Løj, Franklin Hogan, and Al Verck.

These students who will leave immediately will receive their diplomas without taking final examinations. They volunteered at the request of the Naval Communications Department which does not have work for them.

They will begin their training along with the recently graduated physicists and chemists students and will complete their training sometime in August.

Council Names Three Student Members To Owl Advisory Board

The Reverend Mr. J. Lawrence Plumley spoke at an inter-denominational program sponsored by the Student Religious Council Tuesday at Autry House. The subject of his address was "The Church and the World of Tomorrow." In the opening lines of his speech Mr. Plumley said that the torch of thought which is held aloft today was carried by the giants of the religious past. The student-majors join fraternalities if invited to do so although, it must be remembered the graces of widespread dis- ease. He stated that the plans of the post-war period. They are: (1) the grooves of complacency have been in close so deep in our lives that we have a great tendency to slip back into them; (2) post-war weariness will have the tendency to make us hand back problems to the older statesmen; (3) there will be a lack of it will prompt us to go back to quiet complacency and tend to keep us from responding to the dynamic plays of youth of today.
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Pan-Americanism

More vital and important is a nation at war than her enemies are her friends and active allies. In furtherance of the friendship policies between our country and those to the south, steps have been taken to strengthen already strengthened, neglected, or bored people have morale. Physical education lays the foundations for healthy adult life. It is a long-range program.

Pan-Americanism means a little hit more than a radio program on Sunday afternoon. Pan-American Day is taking on the aspect of a fiesta throughout the hemisphere rather than a few broadly general talks by diplomats.

A very important link in the chain holding us together with our Latin-American neighbors was the visit of President Roosevelt to Monterrey in order to meet and speak with Mexico's President Camacho. Although complete reports of the conference have not yet been published, it seems certain that the most important and immediate results will be a closer cooperation between our two countries, both militarily and economically.

Running with the president's visit in importance in connection with our friendship policies, is the tour made by Vice-President Wallace through some of the republics below the equator. Although possibly not directly affecting the situation, Delano's breaking off of relations with the Axis has been partially attributed to his presence there.

In short, it appears likely that following the present conflict, we will come to have far more Americans better and will understand them more clearly than at any time in history. Victory and the peace following it is certain with two continents fighting and working together.—S.K.O.

Bond Drive

The progress of the second war bond drive seems very satisfactory on the face of the reports since over half of the quota for Harris County has already been subscribed. However, when the reports are investigated more closely, it will be found that the number of bonds sold is far from satisfactory. For every large proportion of the bonds which have been sold so far, there have been sold to large investors, corporations, and various other institutions. Subscriptions from big business will not continue at this present pace and that means that the greater part of the remainder of our quota must come from individuals and small, unimportant ones at that.

This fact would not be alarming if we could feel that the small people recognize their duty and responsibility. When this happens the rest of the quota for Harris County, which is $65,710,000, will be subscribed by a hury. If people realize what a good investment they are making by buying bonds, they will invest more. Not only do bonds pay the greater part of the remainder of our quota must come from individuals and small, unimportant ones at that.
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The outcome of this year's conference track meet has all of the local scribes in a quandary. One very good reason for this is that it is now becoming extremely difficult to tell just who is in school and who is in the Army. Nevertheless, I think the following will make the best showing: Christopher in the broad jump, Cumnens in the two hurdles, Vadas, of Bryan Tech, in the 880, Frye, likewise from BT, in the 440, Thompson, of Texas, in the two-mile, and Robert Porter first in the mile.

Last week a memorandum was sent to Mr. McCann from the Navy stating that there are to be a few vacancies in the Army Varsity class at Northwestern. Mr. McCann, consequently, selected six of the outstanding seniors remaining in school to join this class next week. Among these being are Bob (the only) Tresch, Ted Brannon, and Tommy Frye. Donald's leaving at this time will come as a blow to all readers of the THRESHER as his sparkling articles on all phases of sports were read and enjoyed by everyone. His departure will also come as a blow to the proprietors of Nickle Joes, as good ole Bob spent many a pleasant night in you hallowed halls. Good luck, Bob.

The coming absence of Bob Tresch was felt strongly throughout the school, and Cecil Grigg shed many a bitter tear over the loss of the only man on the baseball squad who could catch a peg to third in his slippers. Now that Tresch is going and with him all hopes of a Southwest conference victory, har-har! seems to be the only honorable way out. Brannon will be remembered for his steady performance at tackle throughout the football season with '40, '41, and '42. Moreover, how can one of the dormitory, ever forget his ball-like voice screaming in the wax hours of a cold night. "Laundry and cleaning going out!" someone else will undoubtedly take his place and continue the good work of making sleep so desirable, yet so inaccessible.

Council Names—

(Continued from page 2)

The identical lines of the M award. A committee composed of Ann Tuck, Murren Smyth, Ray Simpson, Elia McAlpin and Gilbert Allen, was appointed by the Council to go over plans for this proposal and will make its report at a meeting on Tuesday.

Intramural News Notices, Schedules

Softball

In the softball tournament West Hall, led by Ted Tresch 13 while the Faculty defeated the Commandant of the Eighth Naval District, 9 to 4 at the Rice Bat- tling after inspecting the units, building and equipment. The battalion is under the command of Cadet Comdr. Malcolm Gillis. Both the faculty and students are cordially invited to witness this review.

By DR. J. W. HENDERSON

The Rice NROTC announced this week that the second annual inspection of the Navy unit will be held Monday at 4:45 behind the Founder's Statue. The inspecting party consisting of the Commandant of the Eighth Naval District, will review the Rice Battalion after inspecting the units, building and equipment. The battalion is under the command of Cadet Comdr. Malcolm Gillis. Both the faculty and students are cordially invited to witness this review.

Many people, in reading familiar ballads like "Edward and His Fair Lady," are unaware that the poem they are enjoying is actually aفضلة اقتصادية the former of a folk-song. Poetic interest in ballads has been a strong factor in the development of these melodic variants, the most interesting of which is that the changes, made both deliberately and unintentionally, by the traditional singers. By the time a tune has passed through several dozen memories it has probably varied itself out of existence and set in circulation a number of modified versions destined to pass through a similar metamorphosis in their turn. When not recorded, ballad music is never settled or static but always in process of becoming something else. It is a fact not well known that balladry is an international genre, and that the ballad music of the United States still know and sing the same tunes as their forebears in the Old Country. Furthermore, our balladry is an international genre, and that the ballad music of the United States is related to the music of the British Isles, Scandinavian countries, and Iceland. American variants of the same ballad have been recorded in Maine, Massachusetts, Virginia, the Carolinas, Oklahoma, and elsewhere.

Thousands of old people in the United States still know and sing the ballad music. The ballads and other folk-songs brought to this country by the earliest settlers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and many of the world's best collections of ballad music have been made within recent years in the rural and mountainous sections of North America.

"What's the trouble, mistress—need a lift?"

If you're a victim of underwear that creeps up on you, get next to some well-behaved Arrow shorts with the specially constructed seamless crotch. They're full cut from durable fabrics. Sanforized before you buy, ARROW is without wrinkles. Your Arrow dealer to the rescue!
Have you bought your stamps this month?

V-12 Calls Men To Active Duty July 1

Soldier-Students—

(Continued from page 1)

The war program at the University of Texas includes the study of mathematics and its application in the fields of science and engineering. The war must be fought on land, sea, and in the air, and the mathematician who can contribute his knowledge to these fields will find employment.

The war must continue until victory, and the mathematician who can contribute his knowledge to these fields will find employment.

Math Shortage Not Fault Of Schools—Texas Professor Says

Don't blame the schools for too scanty instruction in mathematics—just that war has created need for large numbers of young men especially skilled along certain mathematical lines, a University of Texas educator believes.

Dr. A. L. Chapman, writing in the Texas Outlook, journal of the Texas State Teachers Association, points out that problems currently taught in high school algebra, geometry, and trigonometry are not adequate preparation for wartime computations in navigation and ballistics.

Those who agitate for better instruction in mathematics as education in the "good old days" should remember that only the best students finished school then, whereas in the past, only those students who have attended college today have attended college.

The better students still have a good fundamental knowledge of mathematics when they go into military service, whereas the poorer students have forgotten and must be taught all over again.

Polar Wave Ice Palace

2323 Hutchins
Rice Students—Bring your blanket taxes and skate for life every Wed. night.

Dainty crepe Matchables

Ideal ensemble for spring and summer wear . . . matching gowns and robe of printed rayon crepe . . . Delicate all-over flower prints on white, blue and pink grounds. Slack fitting midriff.

Gown 2.98
Robe 2.98

Sizes 32 to 40

BONDS and STAMPS

BUY WAR

Rev. Plumley—

(Continued from page 1)

The church in the post-war period. They are as follows:

1) The church must win individuals over to Christianity;
2) The church must express such evils as wealth, lack of religious education, and the indifference in regard to health and cleanliness;
3) The church must encourage reform; and in connection with this point (4) the church must prepare the public mind for reforms; and (5) the church must emphasize the world scope of this new order.

Ideal ensemble for spring and summer wear . . . matching gown and robe of printed rayon crepe . . . Delicate all-over flower prints on white, blue and pink grounds. Slack fitting midriff.

Gown 2.98
Robe 2.98

Sizes 32 to 40

Lingerie

Third Floor